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Good evening!

I am extremely appreciative of the opportunity to share these compositions with you all. This recital is meant to be, above all, a message of gratitude to my family, my friends, my dog, Harry Potter books, the ocean, the universe, and my porkpie hat. It is a great honor to perform with these excellent musicians, and I composed each of the tunes with them in mind. If you wish, close your eyes and let the music take you to a peaceful and whimsical place. I am opening the doors to my imagination and I would love for you to take a listen around.

- Janna Graham

Friendship Spaceship

Friendship Spaceship is a tune inspired by bebop and David Bowie. It is also in honor of all of the wonderful friends that I’ve acquired, some of whom are playing with me tonight and several others who are listening from the audience. I hope the musicians and listeners will feel as if they are floating through space with their best friends while this tune is being performed.

Flangen’s Prophecy

Flangen is my family’s dog and we have had her since I was eleven years old. Her full name is Ginger Flugendorphin Fleekydeeky Flangen Sneekydeeky Slangen Delmar Parvin Graham. This tune is a tribute to her contagious, effervescent spirit. Musically, it is inspired by bluegrass, New Orleans music, the Beach Boys, and Joni Mitchell. What is Flangen’s Prophecy? If you close your eyes and listen to the music, you will find out!
Winky the House Elf

*Winky the House Elf* is a ballad in honor of a beloved character in the Harry Potter novels who sadly never made it into the movies. Winky was a freed house elf who did not want freedom. She found freedom disgraceful for a house elf and therefore fell into an addiction to butter beer that she would never escape from. We shall never forget how she bravely fought the death eaters in *The Battle of Hogwarts*. Here we aim to tell her whimsical yet tragic story.

The Propeller Seller Feller

This tune tells the story of a peculiar man who sells propellers for a living. He strolls through neighborhoods, knocking abrasively on every door, and performing his sales pitch to innocent townsfolk. When he knocks on my door I am quite amused by him. The prelude includes double drum sets, creating the sound of the *Propeller Seller Feller* knocking on doors. When I open my door he begins his sales pitch which is musically expressed by a schmoozing piano melody. Our conversation continues on until I make an exclamation to the world. "The propeller seller feller's been knocking down my door, but if I don't have a helicopter, what do I need a propeller for?!

Hello, Porkpie Hat

My intention for this tune was to capture through music the moment I was united with my porkpie hat. I saw the mystical hat for the first time on the top shelf of my mom's closet, sitting there peacefully, forgotten for years. When I put it on, I loved how it was too big for my head, and a new chapter of my life began. The chords for this song were inspired by Herbie Hancock and the title is a play on the Charles Mingus tune, "Goodbye, Porkpie Hat."
Mindy&Jez Infinity

This tune is a vibraphone and piano duet I wrote to play with my dad. I composed it on the piano that I grew up playing at my parent's house. The inspiration for the title comes from my dad's songs that he's written for my mom. He has written so many songs for her and he calls them all "Mindy," "Mindy #1," "Mindy #2," etc. My parents are the most wonderful and inspiring parents that I could ever ask for and this is my dedication to them.

The Whale and Dolphin Telepathy Suite

*The Whale and Dolphin Telepathy Suite* is a continuous suite with three movements. Throughout the suite, the whale is musically represented by the piano, bass, and drums, while the dolphin is represented by the flute, guitar, and vibraphone. My intention for this suite is to capture through music, a telepathic conversation between a whale and a dolphin. There are three main themes that are reintroduced in different styles and time signatures throughout the entire piece.

I. *The Blue Whale in The Dark Waves*

Movement one begins with a bass line played on the piano. The flute then joins in with a melody. Each instrument is added one by one to create a conglomeration of patterns which the flute and vibraphone begin to improvise over.

II. *The Gemini Alien Dolphin*

This movement begins with a jazz waltz which is made up of three melodies. It begins with the Gemini melody which appears two more times later on in the suite. The flute melody from the first movement is restated in two different keys, and a melody inspired by George Gershwin
is also played. The piano and vibraphone improvise over the waltz and then there is a sudden shift as the Gershwin melody is played in a bombastic tritone pattern in 5/8.

III. Electric Underwater Brain Waves

Movement three begins with the same piano bass line from the first movement, this time played fast and in 7/8. Each instrument joins in with a pattern one by one while the guitar begins to improvise on top of the patterns. The band then shifts into the Gemini melody from the second movement as the guitar keeps improvising. The music builds and then suddenly strips down to the first 7/8 piano bass line again. Each instrument adds on a four measure pattern and the combination of patterns turn into a vamp for the drums to improvise over. The energy builds to a peak until a suspended cymbal roll cues the final melody. A variation of the Gemini melody is played in a stately and rubato manner by the piano and flute to conclude the piece.
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